
JET CYCLONE SEPARATOR
WITH BIN
717650

"The JET Cyclonic Separator maximizes dust collection efficiency by maintaining the

air flow of a dust collection system by deflecting chips and large debris inline freeing

up dust collection filters to trap fine particles. The red bullet separator deflects chips

down ward in to a bin, reducing damage and obstruction to the dust collection

hoses, impellors and filters.The JET Cyclonic Separator can be purchased with a 30

gallon steel bin that includes handles and 360* casters. The JET Cyclonic Separator

also can be placed on the lid of almost any size container. Bolt pattern is included.

Bring cyclonic power and efficiency inline.

Clamping metal lid with gaskets prevents loss of suction.

Clear polycarbonate material allows for viewing of seperation

Durable metal 30 gallon collection bin with window for viewing the fill capacity.

Extends the life of the filter and impellers by extracting the larger debris befor

entering the dust collector.

Includes: (2) 4" Wire Hose Clamps

Maintain the air flow of a dust collection system by deflecting chips and large

debris inline freeing up dust collection filters to trap fine particles.

Swivel Casters and handle on bin make it easy to move around the shop

The red bullet separator deflects chips down ward in to a bin, reducing damage

and obstruction to the dust collection hoses, impellors and filters.

FEATURES

JET RED ASSURANCE 3-YEAR WARRANTY
JET warrants every product it sells. If one of our tools needs service or repair, one of our Authorized Service Centers located throughout the United States can give you quick service. In most

cases, any of these JPW Industries Authorized Service Centers can authorize warranty repair, assist you in obtaining parts, or perform routine maintenance and major repair on your JET

tools. For the name of an Authorized Service Center in your area call 1-800-274-6848.



JET CYCLONE SEPARATOR
WITH BIN
717650

Collection Drum Capacity (gal.) 20

Footprint (L x W/In.) 20.9 x 16.6

1-Hose Connection Diameter (In.) 4

Overall Dimensions (L x W x H) (In.) 20.9 x 16.6 x 30.5

SPECIFICATIONS


